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20% off

Loyalty Spring Deal: Overnight stay incl. breakfast with 20% off for new or existing H Rewards members

Book now
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Jaz in the City

One portal, one attractive loyalty program, five strong brands. Book your next stay now and benefit from special advantages as a member of our loyalty program H Rewards. Register now and start collecting points from your first booking.

Become a member now
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Jaz in the City






 







 






 



Where are you going?






 



0 Room(s) ⋅ 0 Adults


0 Room(s) ⋅ 0 Adults






Search
I'm traveling for work






Welcome to our website
At Jaz in the City

Jaz in the City is a young lifestyle brand. All hotels are located in areas with a unique cultural scene and reflect the spirit of the special places. Jaz in the City attracts international travelers looking for dynamic and individual experiences. Here, it's all about music and art - international guests and local artists are invited to live acts, concerts and spontaneous sessions & the kitchens and bars offer the latest food trends on their menus - creating Jaz in the City true experiences where other hotels offer only impressions. Skillful improvisation is our style, as Jaz turns design, performance and enjoyment into a total concept. Jaz in the City is made for you - spontaneous, hip and alive in the dynamic rhythm of the city.
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Explore our Jaz in the City Hotels
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Jaz in the City Amsterdam
Book Now
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Jaz in the City Stuttgart
Book Now
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Jaz in the City Vienna
Book Now
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Exciting experiences and offers
Get great discounts for your stay at Jaz in the City. Music, art and the latest food trends await you. Experience the coolest beats and exclusive performances by local artists and newcomers. Don't miss the chance to have a unique experience with Jaz in the City!



Get your Discount
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Give the gift of joy – With our vouchers
You are looking for a stylish gift and have no idea yet? Let our gift vouchers inspire you.

Whether hotel-individual experiences or a flexible value voucher. With us you will find the right gift for every occasion.



Learn more
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Sustainable & Fair
H World International has firmly anchored various concepts of corporate social responsibility in its corporate structure. Thus, all our hotel brands contribute to a more sustainable future. It is part of our responsibility to be aware of the consequences of our actions and the impact on the environment, climate and society. We are committed to minimizing the negative consequences and contributing to a more sustainable life.



Our CSR Roadmap






About Jaz in the City
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Our sound is unique
Beats and melodies form the character of the stay at Jaz in The City. Be it on the stage, the sound system, in the rooms or during a sundowner in the rooftop bar: We create musical landscapes that go from the ear straight to the heart. They are the invisible souvenir that guests take home and want to listen to again and again.
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Locals and visitors in a completely new hotel concept
Jaz in the City creates a community and brings locals and visitors together in a completely new hotel concept. Being at home with old friends who know what's really hot right now and have the city's hotspots as neighbors.music, art, culture and good food need the right stage - Jaz in the City has it.
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Listen & Repeat
Our sound concept is created in harmony with the mood of the time of day and the location of the hotel. From energetic electro grooves to relaxed downbeats, our DJ sets emphasize the flair of the architecture, the city and our guests. We love bubbly vibes, positive and balanced - just like you.








 




Unique symphony of the big city
At Jaz in the City, the boundaries between hotel and neighborhood and streets and style become blurred. We are the "home away from home" for our guests and the living room of the locals. Music and art are the blood that runs through our veins. The heart of Jaz in the City pulsates with the rhythm of the city - this is how we compose the unique symphony of the big city and bring it to life.
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Top destinations
Discover our top travel destinations from around the world. Stay in our hotels and experience unforgettable moments on your trip with H Rewards . Whether in the middle of famous cities or in idyllic nature - there is something for everyone among our top travel destinations. 



Discover 
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Get exclusive offers for free.
Subscribe to our newsletter right now and stay up to date quickly and conveniently. Unsubscribing is possible at any time. 






Keep me updated

For more information, please see our privacy policy.


I consent to Steigenberger Hotels GmbH collecting the following data with the aim of analysing my preferences and user behaviour in order to send me personalised, interest-related promotional emails:
Time of newsletter opening, my device and my clicks on the links in the newsletter.  
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Quick Links	About Jaz in the City
	Staysmart
	Career
	CSR
	Contact	
	Destinations




Social Links


H Rewards App[image: App Store][image: Google Play]


DH Lifestyle GmbHLyoner Straße 25
60528 Frankfurt am Main
Germany




 Pay at H Rewards.com using:	[image: mastercard]
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Please note that there may be a variation in payment methods offered at individual hotels.
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